Engineering by homologous recombination: exploring
sequence and function within a conserved fold
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In nature similar protein folds accommodate distant sequences
and support diverse functions. This observation coupled with
the recognition that proteins can tolerate many homologous
substitutions inspires protein engineers to use recombination
to search for new functions within sequences encoding
structurally related molecules. These searches have led to
proteins with novel activities, diversified specificities and
greater stabilities. Computational methods that exploit
structural and evolutionary information are being used to
design highly mutated yet still natively folded chimeric proteins
and protein libraries.
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amino acids from known proteins yet still fold and
function can be constructed. The inspiration to use
homologous recombination in protein engineering comes
from the observation that proteins with identical folds can
diverge greatly not only in sequence but also in function.
Thus, laboratory-constructed protein ‘chimeras’ with
fragments swapped between two parent sequences have
been used widely to pinpoint which sequence differences
determine functional differences. More recently, however, the recognition that recombination can generate a
high level of sequence diversity while conserving fold has
been exploited in more exploratory studies in which
recombination is used to make large libraries of new
proteins. These studies address the following questions:
(1) When is recombination not disruptive to structure
(and function)? (2) What novel functions are accessible by
the (largely conservative) mutations made by recombination? (3) Can the novel sequences generated by recombination be used to probe relationships between
sequence and structure or function?
The first part of this review discusses recombination as an
evolutionary search strategy. This is followed by a brief
survey of recent studies that explore the functional
diversity accessible to chimeric proteins and includes
examples of recombination leading to sequence–structure–function inferences. Finally, we discuss structureguided and evolutionarily guided recombination and
efforts to expand the search for new function to more
distant regions of sequence space.

Introduction
The most intricate human-designed machines pale in
comparison with the complexity and stunning functionality of the proteins created by evolution. The bewildering
complexity of how protein primary sequences encode
these remarkable functions, such as catalyzing in a few
seconds chemical reactions that would otherwise take
millions of years, poses a significant challenge to wouldbe designers of new proteins. This review discusses recent
efforts to engineer new proteins by recombining related
proteins, efforts that borrow from nature’s toolbox of
mutational moves and attempt to both circumvent and
remedy our profound ignorance of the details that dictate
function. Non-homologous recombination is beyond the
scope of this review; we refer the interested reader to
reference [1].
Homologous recombination distinguishes itself from other protein engineering strategies (such as point mutagenesis) in that it explores distant regions of sequence space:
proteins that differ in many tens or even hundreds of
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Recombination as an evolutionary search
strategy
The ‘ruggedness’ of the fitness landscape (the fitness as a
function of sequence) determines whether recombination
can benefit an evolutionary fitness optimization. In the
limit of perfectly rugged landscapes, the fitness values of
adjacent sequences are not correlated, and recombination
cannot aid an evolutionary search. Recombination
requires that local optima be clustered on the fitness
landscape such that the region of sequence space
enclosed by the parental sequences has, on average,
higher fitness than a randomly selected portion [2].
In a recent study, Drummond et al. [3] compared random
mutation to recombination, investigating how the probability of retaining fold (or parental function) depends on
the number of mutations introduced. Random mutations
cause a steep, exponential decay in this probability. As is
well appreciated by protein engineers and protein scientists, most mutations are deleterious. As chimeras migrate
www.sciencedirect.com
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from one functional native sequence to the next, however, the likelihood of preserving structure or function
follows a parabolic curve whose initial slope is much less
steep (Figure 1). With data from chimeric mutated and
randomly mutated b-lactamases, Drummond et al.
showed that recombination is much more conservative
than random mutation, leading to a folding probability
that is many orders of magnitude greater at the highest
mutation levels. These results provide direct evidence
that natural protein fitness landscapes are well suited for
recombination. By exploiting the conservative nature of
mutations introduced into a structure that has already
proven to tolerate them, recombination creates chimeric
enzymes that are distant from one another in sequence
with minimal loss in their probability of folding.

Recombination of homologous proteins
creates novel and improved phenotypes
Using information inherent in native sequences, recombination preserves fold while diversifying sequence.
Recent studies have demonstrated how this sequence
diversification enables the discovery of new functional
proteins, such as enzymes with new specificities or catalytic activities. Thulasiram et al. [4] created 11 singlecrossover chimeras of farnesyl diphosphate synthase and
chrysanthemyl diphosphate synthase from Artemisia tridentate ssp. spiciformis sharing 75% sequence identity. The
enzymes synthesize isoprenoid compounds from chain
elongation, cyclopropanation and branching reactions.
Their chimeras acquired the ability to produce isoprenoid
compounds from a cyclobutanation activity absent in the
parents.
Figure 1

Chimeras occupy a functionally enriched ridge in sequence space.
Surface height represents the probability of retaining fold as a
function of random and homologous substitutions. Substituting amino
acids that already exist in a homologous protein is much more
conservative of structure and function than random substitutions. Figure
reproduced from reference [3]. Copyright 2005 National Academy of
Sciences, U.S.A.
www.sciencedirect.com

Construction of complex synthetic cellular networks
requires macromolecular building blocks such as DNAbinding proteins and protein interaction domains. Giesecke et al. [5] recombined cys2his2 zinc finger domains
from eight homologous transcription factors to create
libraries of chimeric zinc finger proteins exhibiting novel
finger–finger interaction specificities. The authors
showed that their chimeric proteins could mediate activation of a reporter gene in bacterial cells and of an
endogenous gene in human cells more efficiently than
the wild-type zinc fingers.
Understanding the mechanics of proteins provides the
opportunity to engineer protein-based materials and use
proteins as building blocks for the construction of nanomechanical devices [6]. Sharma et al. generated four
chimeras of the 27th and 32nd immunoglobin domains
from human cardiac titan, which share 42% sequence
identity, and measured their mechanical properties by
single molecule force microscopy. Each chimera was
properly folded. Their resistance to stretching forces
applied at the N-termini and C-termini differed from
those of the parents and exhibited a wide distribution of
values [6].
Landwehr et al. [7] studied the diversification of function
within a library of cytochrome P450 enzymes assembled by
the structure-guided recombination (see below) of Bacillus
megaterium P450BM3 and two homologs. They measured
the ability of the parents and 14 chimeric P450s to hydroxylate a set of 11 substrates, including 4 human drugs. The
best enzyme on each compound was always a chimera, and
some chimeras accepted substrates not accepted by any of
the parents. Soluble, bacterial P450 chimeras that can
produce drug metabolites may be useful for drug metabolic
profiling and lead diversification.
Enzymes that retain a large fraction of their native residues
while exhibiting a desired exogenous activity are useful for
various biomedical applications. Glutathione transferases
(GSTs) play a key role in cellular detoxification and may be
useful as clinical therapeutics. Georgiou and co-workers
[8] isolated a chimera from human and rat GSTs (54%
identical) containing only 35 rat residues (out of 240) and
exhibiting a 3.5-fold and 300-fold higher kcat with 7-amino4-chloromethyl coumarin relative to rat and human GST,
respectively. Singh et al. [9] recombined the cysteine
proteases falcipain-2 and berghepain-2 isolated from
human and rodent malaria parasites, respectively (53%
identical). Cysteine protease inhibitors block parasite development in vitro and cure mice with malaria. The authors
identified a chimera that exhibited inhibitor specificities
more similar to the human enzyme but differed from the
rodent enzyme by only eight substitutions. Rodent malaria
parasites engineered to exhibit biochemical properties
more similar to their human parasite counterparts can
facilitate drug discovery [9].
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‘Synthetic protein families’ made in the laboratory can be
used to explore determinants of structure and function
free from the constraints of natural selection. Otey et al.
[10] used logistic regression to identify the sequence
elements that contribute to folding and catalytic activity
of chimeric P450s. Their analysis identified previously
uncharacterized specificity-determining residues, whose
significance was then verified experimentally. Taly et al.
[11] created chimeras of mouse CYP1A1 and rabbit
CYP1A2 and human CYP1A1 and CYP1A2 enzymes
and tested their activities on three different substrates.
Some of the chimeras exhibited increased specificities
towards certain substrates, and the authors were able to
associate specific sequence elements with the specificities. Mannervik and co-workers [12] created a library of
chimeric human GSTs from parents sharing 84%
sequence identity to explore the divergence of specificity
on eight alternative substrates. The authors clustered
their variants by specificity and were able to identify
individual amino acids responsible for the observed substrate profiles.

Expanding the search to more distant
chimeras: exploiting information from protein
structure
Crossovers introduced by recombination can separate
native clusters of interacting amino acids. This phenomenon, known as crossover disruption, should be given
careful consideration when designing chimeric proteins.
Crossover disruption becomes a significant concern as the
parents diverge. In fact, randomly recombining
sequences with less than 70% identity generates mostly
unfolded proteins [13,14]. More distant sequences, however, are thought to offer the greatest opportunity for
functional innovation because their offspring contain
more mutations, particularly in functionally important
parts of the molecule [8]. Structure-guided recombination attempts to overcome this hurdle by directing crossovers to the least disruptive locations.

To minimize the number of broken native interactions,
crossovers should partition the structure into structurally
and functionally independent ‘building blocks’. Thus,
the challenge is to identify the boundaries that define
independent structural units that, in analogy to Lego
parts, preserve their functionality in different backgrounds (Figure 2). Several groups have proposed that
‘contiguous peptide chains forming compact structures’
or secondary structural elements could act as independent, recombinable structural units [15–17]. More
recently, however, it has become clear that such elements
cannot be defined without consideration of the parent
sequences. Voigt et al. developed a computational algorithm that uses the parental structure and sequence identities to score the number of broken native pair-wise
interactions in a chimera [18]. An optimization algorithm
then directs crossovers to locations that minimize the
average disruption in the library [19]. SCHEMA analyses
on several proteins showed that in certain cases crossovers
are less disruptive in the middle rather than at the ends of
an alpha helix [10], showing that the best partitions are
not intrinsic to the tertiary fold but depend on the spatial
organization of conserved residues. According to this
framework, the interfaces between independent structural units are defined by interfaces composed primarily
of conserved residues.
In the limit of perfectly conserved interfaces, such structural building blocks have been verified to act independently. Hernandez and LeMaster developed the algorithm
HybNat, which partitions residues into mutually exclusive
clusters of interacting amino acids [20]. Unlike SCHEMA,
HybNat interactions are atom-based rather than residuebased, and conservative mutations do not contribute to
disruption. The interfaces between the clusters are perfectly conserved, eliminating disruption upon recombination [21]. LeMaster and Hernandez identified a perfectly
conserved interface in the structures of the highly thermostable Pf rubredoxin and its mesophilic counterpart Cp

Figure 2

Identifying structural constituents of natively folded chimeric proteins. Lego representation of homologous recombination. Successful recombination
requires identification of recombinable structural units or ‘building blocks’ whose integrity is preserved in different backgrounds.
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2007, 17:454–459
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Figure 3

Conserved interfaces partition a structure into energetically independent building blocks. (a) A conserved interface in the core of Cp and Pf
rubredoxins partitions the proteins into two fragments that can be swapped with minimal disruption. Gray, conserved residues; red and blue,
non-conserved residues from different parents. (b) Thermodynamic cycle for the parental and chimeric rubredoxins indicates that conserved interfaces
identify building blocks that make additive contributions to free energy of folding and thermal transition temperature. DDG values in kcal/mol.
DTm values in Celsius. (b) Reproduced with permission from reference [21].

rubredoxin (59% identical) that partitions the proteins into
two fragments (Figure 3a). Recombining these fragments
showed that their contributions to free energy of folding
and thermal transition temperature were additive
(Figure 3b) [20,21].
Using structure-guided SCHEMA recombination, Otey
et al. [10] partitioned the heme domains of cytochrome
P450BM3 and homologs sharing 61–64% sequence identity into eight blocks and recombined those to make
thousands of chimeric P450s. About 47% of the library
encoded a properly folded P450, and of those more than
75% were functional. Functional chimeras differed from
any known parent by up to 101 amino acid mutations (out
of 466). Meyer et al. [22] recombined three b-lactamases
sharing as low as 32% identity to create a SCHEMA
library with 20% functional members that differed from
their closest parent by up to 86 mutations (out of 265).
This simultaneously high level of sequence diversity and
frequency of function is not accessible by point mutagenesis or random recombination. Meyer et al. [22] also
showed that, among chimeras with similar numbers of
mutations relative to the closest parent, those with lower
SCHEMA disruption were more likely to fold and function. This validates the physical significance of the
SCHEMA score and supports the assumption that new
interactions are, on average, disruptive to structure and
function. As described in the previous section, various
P450 chimeras with improved stabilities and activities
www.sciencedirect.com

relative to the best parents were identified from this
library, indicating that newly formed interactions enable
functional evolution [7,10].

Expanding the search to more distant
chimeras: exploiting information from
protein evolution
The information contained in a natural multiple sequence
alignment (MSA) can also be used to minimize crossover
disruption for recombination of distant sequences
[23,24,25,26]. Structure-guided and evolutionary-based
recombination algorithms both seek to identify and preserve native interactions. The latter use the statistical
covariance, or the pair-wise conservation of amino acids,
within a natural MSA to identify important interactions.
Evolutionary information in natural MSAs has been used to
identify potential stabilizing mutations [27] in ‘consensus
stabilization’ approaches, which assume that highly conserved residue positions represent energetically important
sites and that the most frequent amino acids at those sites
are the most stabilizing [28,29]. Similarly, co-evolving or
highly conserved pairs of residues in a MSA may represent
an evolutionary trace of energetically important interactions. Double-mutant thermodynamic cycles have, in
fact, verified energetic coupling between co-evolving residues [30]. The FamClash algorithm developed by Maranas
and co-workers uses a natural MSA to identify pairs of
positions that exhibit conserved amino acids properties
(hydrophobicity, charge and volume; ‘HCV’) and then
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2007, 17:454–459
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scores chimeras according to the total number of ‘clashes’,
where a clash designates a pair of residues with physical
properties that deviate from those found at the corresponding positions in the MSA [23]. Recently, Pantazes et al. [24]
developed a hybrid of SCHEMA and FamClash that
penalizes broken interactions, defined by a structural distance cutoff, in proportion to how dissimilar the HCV
properties of their components are from those in the family
sequence alignment. Ye et al. developed another algorithm
that uses both evolutionary and structural information to
score chimeras and design chimeric libraries [26]. Unlike
other methods, their model takes into account higher than
second order interactions. All of these algorithms can be
used to direct crossovers to locations that optimize their
scoring metric.
Ranganathan and co-workers [25] developed an evolution-based algorithm for generating libraries whose residue statistics resemble those of the natural MSA. Coevolving residues are identified by a perturbation method
known as statistical coupling analysis (SCA) that stores the
information in the SCA matrix [30]. Design proceeds by
shuffling the columns of the natural MSA while minimizing
the differences between the natural and artificial SCA
matrix, thus creating protein libraries with conserved independent and pair-wise residue statistics. The resulting
proteins contain homologous substitutions and are chimeras, albeit with many crossovers. Using this approach,
Socolich et al. [25] designed a library of 43 chimeric WW
domains from 120 wild-type parental sequences. Twelve of
the 43 members of this library were natively folded and
differed on average by 14 amino acids to their closest
natural WW domain (out of 35). Members of the library
also preserved native-like activity [31]. The authors
showed that preserving the independent residue statistics
in the recombined MSA is insufficient to design folded
sequences, validating the significance and necessity of
conserving the SCA pair-wise statistics. Merely shuffling
large numbers of homologous substitutions leads to significant crossover disruption, which is alleviated by conserving key pair-wise interactions.
Closely related proteins are robust to homologous
mutations because the substitutions are recruited in an
environment close to one that has already proven to
tolerate them. Distant proteins are less robust to homologous mutations because they are recruited in an
environment of novel interactions, which on average
are deleterious to structural integrity. Algorithms that
maximize the conservation of interactions enable the
recombination of more distant parents. This conceptual
framework is also applicable to larger biological systems.
Recently, Martin et al. [32] recombined the genomes of
various strains of the Maize streak virus and showed that
genes involved in complex networks of interactions cannot tolerate many nucleotide substitutions when swapped
with corresponding genes from different species. On the
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2007, 17:454–459

contrary, modular genes are more robust to recombination. These results suggest that a known genetic network
of interactions can be used to guide the design of a
recombinant genome much like residue interactions
guide the design of chimeric proteins.

Conclusion
The protein products of homologous recombination can
acquire novel and useful biophysical features. Examples
covered in this review suggest that chimeras will find uses
in the biosynthesis of human metabolites, construction of
advanced biomaterials and the regulation of cellular function, among others. It is likely that structure-guided and
evolutionarily-guided recombination will allow access to
ever more distant protein sequences, with important
consequences for understanding how sequence encodes
function.
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